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Hi welcome to this module on the EPC Role in Advanced Work Packaging
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This training session provides details of the critical role of an 
EPC in AWP, including a hands-on exercise to highlight key 
participation.
The course is the follow-on module to introductory level learning of Advanced Work Packaging.   
AWP 101 – Fundamentals of AWP is a pre-requisite to this course module.

• Understanding the role of an EPC in AWP
• Why Workface Planning at the IWP level is 

not just something the Contractor does.

Topics to be covered Include:

Welcome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This training session provides details of the critical role of an EPC in AWP, including a hands-on exercise to highlight key participation.The course is the follow-on module to introductory level learning of Advanced Work Packaging.   AWP 101 – Fundamentals of AWP is a pre-requisite to this course module.The topics to be covered in this module include:Understanding the critical role of an EPC in AWP for its successful implementation, andAddressing the question on “why workface planning at the IWP level is not just something the contractor does.
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Course Outline

Stakeholder Roles in AWP1

Interactive Planning2

CWP Readiness Reviews5

Classify IWP Constraints – Lightning Round9

CWP Preparation3

CWP Release Plan4

IWP Close-Out10

Drive AWP Implementation Success 11

Coordinate Detailing & Fabrication Efforts6

Institute Contract Requirements for AWP7

Support Removal of Constraints8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This module consists of eleven topics:Understanding the key stakeholders and their Roles in AWPInteractive Planning to increase levels of collaboration and alignmentCWP Preparation a key building block for project deliveryCWP Release Plan to integrate and prioritize workCWP Readiness Reviews to make sure CWPs are released with the highest assurances for successful completionCoordinate Detailing & Fabrication Efforts so the right materials arrive when needed with no re-workInstitute Contract Requirements for AWP for compliance and conformance Support Removal of Constraints which drives the highest benefitsClassify IWP Constraints – Lightning Round to get some practiceIWP Close-Out so we can track performance, ensure timely handoffs to follow on activities, and make better planning adjustmentsDrive AWP Implementation Success and continuously improve
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Lession #!, Stakeholder roles in AWP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For any project, a host of stakeholders are involved, and their involvement may continue throughout the Project or only a portion of it.  From an AWP perspective the quality of their engagement matters.  Their earliest engagement where they would have most influence is important, and that includes involving those that are closest to performing the work as much as practical.From the EPC perspective there are several stakeholder interfaces that are primary to the EPC:Owner / Operator clients and their internal functional and end user groups including their vendorsContractors – services, installation, fabrication, vendorsGovernment and regulatory agenciesThe publicThe internal EPC functional groupsThis image provides a general AWP overview of key activities during a project’s life-cycle from concept through commissioning.For this discussion, we will begin with the assumption that the EPC has engaged with an Owner that has mandated AWP on their project and has a defined Program in place.  In cases where the EPC is working for a client that has not mandated AWP there will be some modifications required depending on the restrictions imposed on the EPC by the Owner.In this diagram you will note the horizontal dividing line where we have designated what the EPC typically performs above the line and what their direct hire contractors do below the line.   This dividing line can shift up, or more typically down, depending on the project or a portfolio of projects (major facilities), being considered.For this example, above the line we see a lot of “AWP” activities including:Interactive Planning to define, refine, finalize the Path of Construction (PoC)Preparing CWP’sCWP Readiness ReviewsFacilitate, guide, and approve support removal of constraintsPrepare Turnover Packages (TOPs), TOP Execution, and Start-UpBelow the line we see a lot of “WFP” activitiesIWP scope developmentIWP issuanceIWP close-outShort Range Planning & Field ExecutionAnd finally inspection and testing[mouse clickt]Of critical importance is how we integrate, optimize, and align work efforts across Engineering, Procurement, and Materials Management stakeholders in developing Engineering Work Packages (EWPs), Procurement Work Packages (PWPs) and integrate them with Material Management AWP requirements.We will cover these now in more detail
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Presentation Notes
The EPC will be responsible for managing all work packaging starting with definition to development, refinement, readiness, release for execution, close-out, and finally handover.  [mouse click]Beginning with a solid start-up strategy from a well-defined AWP Program, the first step is to define major construction work areas (CWAs), very logical and geographically bounded area that will be used for initial path of construction exercises.  These areas are multi-discipline and may also be defined by elevation or underground parameters.[mouse click]During path of construction exercises, these CWAs are then subdivided by discipline and then logically subdivided into smaller discipline Construction Work Packages (CWPs) that have logical sequences and can be integrated with the other packages.  Again these CWPs are discrete location based, geographically bounded areas.  The CWPs of each disciplines are independently defined and should not overlap although CWPs of different disciplines will.  [mouse click]From here we can begin to further develop the CWPs.  [mouse click]Each CWP will require engineering (EWP) and procurement (PWP) deliverables [mouse click]Mature AWP Programs will always consider how the plant will start up and engage their commissioning and start up teams during early path of construction events.  Optimal start up sequences will enable early development of Turnover Packages (TOPs).  This information will further enable the EPC to include this information in developing, and aligning stakeholders to, a path of construction that considers TOPs, EWP and PWP requirements, as well as, construction site requirements.  From an aligned path of construction CWPs of all disciplines will be sequenced, integrated, and prioritized into CWP release plans containing planned execution start dates for each CWP.[mouse click]These CWP execution start dates will trigger readiness & release activities for each CWP.  Working backwards from a planned start date (varies depending on the project and the team’s capability), there will be a defined “release” to construction date.  Therefore, activities to make the CWP ready by removing all known and discoverable constraints (including engineering and procurement deliverables) is the focus of an AWP Coordinator.  It is imperative that the EPC take a very proactive role to ensure readiness activities are diligently pursued to meet release commitment dates.  The start of these readiness activities are again dependent on the project and team’s capability.  Best Practice will see CWP readiness and release teams form to review CWP requirements and status for all deliverables and readiness conditions are fulfilled.  These teams will typically include an AWP Coordinator and at least representatives from Construction, Engineering, Procurement, Materials Management, Project Controls.  They will need to reach a collective go / no-go decision on whether to release a CWP.  [mouse click]Once a CWP is released for construction to further develop the CWP into Installation Work Packages (IWP)s.  The EPC most likely will be handing off the CWP to the contractor responsible for executing the work.  The contractor will then be responsible for further subdividing the CWP into smaller IWPs for foremen to execute.  These IWPs will have their own set of rules for sizing and sequencing the IWPs into IWP release plans.  These IWPs will have their own physical boundaries (with some exceptions like electrical cabling) which can then be made ready and integrated across trades.  An IWP release plan will inform the team of forecast IWP execution dates which working backwards will inform the team when IWPs must be released to the crews for coordination and execution.[mouse click]After execution of the IWP the completed work can be compared to TOP requirements.  And if there are remaining issues, they can be returned back to the EPC to address.
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alright so now you ready for your first quiz there's just a couple questions to answer and then you can move on to lesson 2 



Lesson #2
Interactive Planning
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• Cross-stakeholder team participation

• Define, Refine, Finalize the Path of 
Construction

• Gather input and buy in across 
stakeholders on CWPs and TOPs

• Map engineering & procurement 
deliverables into CWPs 

Interactive Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interactive Planning is an effective team collaboration process best facilitated by a neutral party (internal or external to the team) to ensure a holistic approach is preserved to the benefit of the Project and aligned with Owner value and success requirements.  Interactive Planning can be effectively applied throughout a project by the EPC (and others of course) but many leverage it to produce and refine their Path of Construction.For Path of Construction (PoC) we would look to bring together representatives of key stakeholders Hold workshops to define, refine, and finalize the Path of Construction to drive alignment and prioritization of work effortsGather input and buy in across stakeholders on CWPs and TOPsProduce as an output an updated Mapping of engineering and procurement deliverables aligned to CWPs
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o Handoffs & Conditions of Satisfaction

Interactive Project Planning and Integrated Short Range Production Planning

o Path of Construction

o CWP Definition & Requirements

o EWPs and Work Product with CWPs

o Holistic Approach to Work Production

Interactive Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interactive Planning can be used to address opportunities that will improve outcomes of those efforts such as Path of Construction.  The lower image represents how these interactive sessions when taken through cycles of working sessions and independent work efforts tend to produce the best results.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram depicts a typical cycle of stakeholders coming together to address a specific opportunity such as a PoC.  During these events work priorities are identified and short range work assignments made for stakeholders.  Those stakeholders perform the work required between sessions, maintaining open communications, and return to the next event to report progress on work they committed to perform and then replan the next set of work priorities and short-range work assignments.
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alright so now you ready for your first quiz there's just a couple questions to answer and then you can move on to lesson 2 
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CWP Preparation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key objective of Path of Construction exercises is to identify the CWPs for the project.  Those CWPs need to be prepared for execution as their completion will have a direct tie to commissioning and start up.So if we think of a CWP as a gift to prepare for our commissioning and start up teams, we start with a defined CWP scope that represents an empty box.  That box needs to be filled with all the deliverables, materials, safety and quality factors, and other success criteria such that when they are all completed and constraints removed (readiness), we can wrap up the gift (CWP) and deliver it to construction as a gift for execution.  The successful execution along with the other delivered gifts enable efficient commissioning and start up of the facility.
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CWP Preparation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a CWP, everything that needs to go into the box includes:Scope of Work DescriptionDrawing List(s) where all drawings and related model data are fully completed IFC drawingsMaterials List(s) where all materials are procured and will be made available to meet CWP execution start datesRelevant Vendor Data / Docs Reference DocumentsQuality Requirements Safety RequirementsEnvironmental Requirements Equipment NeedsConstruction MethodsSchedule / Budget Information
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alright so now you ready for your first quiz there's just a couple questions to answer and then you can move on to lesson 2 



Lesson #4
CWP Release Plan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the PoC exercises we will gain alignment on CWP start dates.  Working backwards from those dates we also establish “need by” dates for:[Click mouse]Starting of IWP Planning[Click mouse]Material buy dates for on-site on-time delivery[Click mouse]Engineering IFC publishing dates[click mouse]Engineer dates for clearing all constraints to complete engineering
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alright so now you ready for your first quiz there's just a couple questions to answer and then you can move on to lesson 2 



Lesson #5
CWP Readiness Reviews
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As previously mentioned, CWP Readiness Reviews serve as the gateways to ensuring CWPs are ready to be delivered to construction with the highest probability for execution as planned and ready for efficient IWP development.  Readiness means CWPs are for one complete with all required engineering and procurement deliverables are completed without holds, gaps, conflicts, duplications, or omissions that were known or could have been discovered and addressed prior to releasing to construction.  The golden rule is don’t let bad or incomplete work pass downstream where the cost of addressing those issues is greater.  From an EPC perspective, the role of AWP Coordinator serves as the facilitator to make sure every CWP constraint is identified and removed to allow the CWP to be released to Construction.  The AWP Coordinator will conduct regular working sessions with all CWP stakeholders to review the readiness status and make collective go / no-go decisions for releasing CWPs and creating action plans to address open constraints.In the above example, if this represented a single CWP, it is clear it can not be released to the field since not all IFC drawings for pipe is not complete.  This is also an example where a CWP may have been improperly defined or sized.  When this is discovered early, the team can collaboratively decide that subdividing the CWP improves workflow, however it should not be at the expense of releasing work as a convenience that results in future fragmentation and disruption.
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CWP Readiness Reviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides Engineering and Materials (the largest contributors to plan failures), other key considerations for a readiness review include model checks (models will be used by the construction team), MTOs (material take offs), data quality, fabrication status, Installation (or site) readiness including project controls inputs, QA/QC requirements, Testing requirements, pre-requisite work where applicable.
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alright so now you ready for your first quiz there's just a couple questions to answer and then you can move on to lesson 2 



Lesson #6
Coordinate Detailing & Fabrication Efforts
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Pipe Spools Steel Assemblies

Coordinate Detailing & Fabrication Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EPC AWP responsibilities also include optimizing the flow of materials to site, to ensure they are received on time and just prior, as close as practical, to actual installation need dates. Application of lean concepts for delivering the right materials at the right time with no waste (damage, rework, right quality, etc.) can provide additional benefits.  However, this takes tight alignment and collaboration between engineering, procurement, and construction.  How do we get to the point where we can efficiently “bag and tag” materials for each IWP in the field just ahead of when needed without having to maintain large inventories and associated waste of maintaining those inventories?During the CWP readiness efforts we just covered there are several opportunities to ensure this:Our agreements with key vendors are aligned with AWP requirementsFabrication, logistics and delivery strategies are agreed to on how fabricators will produce and deliver required materialsReasonable lead times and batch sizes are negotiated along with alignment on what triggers production runs that support site installation requirementsThe CWP readiness team can then make better decisions on when which materials may need to be released prior to release to Construction (long lead items) or what items will be managed by construction post release by site materials management teams.Let’s look how all this all starts coming together, especially with detailing activities where it’s accuracy directly affects the success downstream fabrication and installation activities….
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Coordinate Detailing & Fabrication Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before any materials are produced or fabricated the required engineering and procurement activities, and logistics and delivery requirements, must be in place.  [Click mouse]Engineering deliverables must be detailed and produced;  contractors and vendors must be contracted;  and AWP requirements to support Construction site installation and material management requirements must be clearly communicated and committed to[Click mouse]This requires the AWP Program to be solidly in place with collaborative processes and enabling systems to ensure alignment between functional group stakeholders and construction site requirements.  [Click mouse]With this in place we can begin to align optimal CWP sequences.  This enables the team to develop and prioritize fabrication delivery, perform feasibility analysis to confirm the readiness of materials to be produced and delivered to the construction installation teams in accordance with the Path of Construction and CWP readiness updates.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An effective EPC material feasibility process (covered in more detail in another section) is important if we care about delivery reliability (receive the right materials as engineered, planned and committed to)….. and predictability (receive materials where needed and when needed, in the agreed time frame).[Click mouse]Part of this important process is collecting information from the several “inter-dependent” fabricators and vendors that collectively will be responsible for producing everything, “everything”, for the project.[Click mouse]“Engineered to order” products such as pipe spool and structural steel fabrication need to provide key inputs for detailing, fabrication, and delivery details to provide the assurances that the information flows and material flows will align with site workflows as determined by CWP and IWP release plans.[Click mouse]Based on the information gathered from vendors, fabricators, and suppliers, we can make the necessary feasibility analysis on material availability[Click mouse]With this information we can create visual status reports to determine at what stage are all materials required to support the CWP are in and whether or not decisions can be made regarding CWP readiness[Click mouse]With this information in hand, our CWP readiness review sessions can make better, more informed, decisions on whether to release a CWP to construction or not.
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Workflows for shop detailing & fabrication - pipe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a workflow for shop detailing and fabrication for pipe spools.  This may vary between EPC and even project to project.  [Click mouse]As piping design evolves, in accordance with PoC prioritizations, detailers provide the necessary information which fabricators will rely on.[Click mouse]As detailers perform their work, iterative cycles with the piping designers will occur with the objective of producing accurate isometrics that will become critical CWP deliverables that will be handed off to pipe fabricators[Click Mouse}Pipe fabricators will produce and deliver the spools to site in accordance with CWP scope and delivery requirements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a similar example of a workflow for shop detailing and fabrication for structural steel.  Again, this may vary between EPC and even project to project.  [Click mouse]As structural steel design evolves, in accordance with PoC prioritizations, detailers provide the necessary information which fabricators will rely on.[Click mouse]As detailers perform their work, iterative cycles with the structural designers will occur with the objective of producing accurate 3D models with fabrication and assembly details that will become critical CWP deliverables that will be handed off to structural steel fabricators[Click Mouse}Steel fabricators will produce and deliver the structural pieces to site in accordance with CWP scope and delivery requirements
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alright so now you ready for your first quiz there's just a couple questions to answer and then you can move on to lesson 2 



Lesson #7
Institute Contract Requirements for AWP
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Institute Contract Requirements for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AWP does require that all project participants perform in accordance with the AWP Program adopted for the project.  It is imperative that those requirements be captured in contract agreements.For this lesson, we will assume that the EPC has developed and will be implementing a project specific AWP Program and aligned Project Execution Plan.  The EPC will be entrusted with embedding those requirements in all contracts and POs and enforcing those requirements.
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Specifies requirements for 
Workface Planning for 
construction contractors

Institute Contract Requirements for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For construction contractors and key vendors, the EPC must specify the AWP workface planning (WFP) requirements at a minimum.  These requirements will come in the form of AWP/WFP aligned guidelines, exhibits, contract language, specifications, procedures, templates, project execution plans, technology execution plans, schedules, bidding documents to name a few.
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Institute Contract Requirements for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AWP / WFP effort will be facilitated and coordinated by EPC at a project level.  For most cases, the Contractor will be primarily responsible for planning, sequencing, and the productive execution of the work.  Most importantly, the Contractor will be required to adopt and proactively participate in the associated WFP processes for more early planning of the detailed work.
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Deliverable requirements are 
defined for the key WFP 
processes:

 IWP Scoping
 IWP Release Plan
 IWP Constraint Removal 
 IWP Draft Development
 IWP Execution 
 IWP Close-Out
 IWP Reporting

Institute Contract Requirements for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The workface planning process should be clearly defined in guidelines, exhibits, or other documents that cover the major WFP process and expected outcomes including data requirements.  These processes at a minimum must include:IWP ScopingIWP Release PlanIWP Constraint Removal IWP Draft DevelopmentIWP Execution IWP Close-OutIWP Reporting
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safety, etc …)

Institute Contract Requirements for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contractors should produce their own Execution Plan that shows an understanding and confirmation of the Project’s Execution Plan.  Their plan should include their proposed organization chart that clearly indicates a distinct WFP group that will support the project.  It should also indicate how they are connected to are aligned with the other functions such as construction management, project controls, materials management, quality, safety, and others.
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Institute Contract Requirements for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contracts are transactional instruments only, the degree of compliance depends on many factors.  One of those factors that contributes to more successful outcomes is when the EPC becomes proactively committed to and engaged in the WFP process.  That proactive engagement will ensure the contractor is fully supported and in compliance with the project’s AWP Program.  This also includes supporting the Contractor with access to and timely receipt of information to support the WFP processes including the removal of constraints for which the EPC will own several.
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Contractor will submit project 
data deliverables in a timing and 
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WFP deliverables.

Institute Contract Requirements for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EPC will be responsible for Project AWP oversight and monitoring compliance.  This will include assuring that the contractor submits project data deliverables in a timing and format specified by the EPC and using the necessary Electronic Data Interchange templates, which are necessary for populating WFP deliverables.
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Institute Contract Requirements for AWP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WPF is a project production system which must be managed.  As part of the EPC’s stewardship for the project, monitoring the contractor’s performance will include that they produce an adequate back-log of executable IWPs for every crew, That they rigorously close-out IWPs once issued to the field, and they incorporate EPC priorities when requested in order to transition from installation by areas into turnover by systems.
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Presentation Notes
alright so now you ready for your first quiz there's just a couple questions to answer and then you can move on to lesson 2 



Lesson #8
Support Removal of Constraints
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Support Removal of Constraints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reality is every activity or action we plan has constraints that prevent us from executing the activity “as-planned”.  Constraints are either known, discoverable, or unforeseen.  It is in the Project’s best interest to continually remove constraints to enable it to be delivered as planned.We have two choices:  One, proceed with a prescribed plan and manage the constraints as they are confronted which tends to lead to more fragmentation and chaos.  Never a good choice
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is a 

team effort

Support Removal of Constraints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or….institute a planning process from which constraints against plan elements are proactively identified and a rigor applied to actively remove those constraints.  Additionally, increasing the levels of stakeholder collaboration (leveraging collective knowledge) and collective decision making will not only increase the number of discoverable constraints (and earlier detection of those constraints), it will also reduce the number of potential unforeseen but discoverable constraints, and for high performance teams also put in place processes to better manage unforeseen constraints that confront the team.  Overall, the team will make better earlier decisions to the benefit of the Project.  Workface Planning recognizes the importance of removing constraints, a very “lean” concept.  Continuing from the constraint removal processes leading up to the CWP release, WFP processes are designed remove all final constraints that would prevent a foreman from executing an installation work package.  Once the CWP is released to the site, there are two distinct constraint removal efforts:  one is a set of constraints managed by the Workface Planner, and the second set are field level constraints that are better managed by the front line supervisors.  Both are equally important.
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Engineering Drawings & Holds

EPC / Owner Supplied Materials

Quality Assurance (especially across contractors)

Site Queries & RFIs

Shared Services (crane, scaffold where applicable)

Permitting

Contractor Coordination & Synchronization

Engineering 
Lead

Materials 
Coordinator

PM

Field 
Supervision

CM

Field 
Engineer

Support Removal of Constraints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this particular session, we will focus on the first set of constraints, those managed by the Workface Planner.Here the Workface Planner is responsible for developing and releasing “constraint-free” IWPs.  The Workface Planner is also responsible for identifying the many constraints that will prevent the IWPs from being executed.  For every constraint identified, their will be a constraint owner responsible for the timely removal of those constraints.Those constraint Owners will include:  Project managers, Engineering leads, material coordinators, construction managers, field supervision, and field engineers to name a few.Managing this group of constraint owners requires the proactive efforts of the workface planner.  Many of these constraint owners may be outside the control of the Workface Planner, and many will likely be under the control of the EPC for which the EPC must give full support.Typical constraints include:  Engineering, Materials, QA/QC, Site issues, shared services, permits, contractor coordination and synchronization (integration and handoffs)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
alright so now you ready for your first quiz there's just a couple questions to answer and then you can move on to lesson 2 



Lesson #9
IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round
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Lightning Round
Let’s classify constraints

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at a few discoverable constraints and figure out who the constraint owners are.  We will consider the following constraints:Engineering Drawings & HoldsEPC / Owner supplied materialsQuality AssuranceSite queries & RFIsShared servicesPermittingContractor coordination & synchronization (pre-requisite work)SafetyApprovals for release
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IWP Constraints Classification 
“LIGHTNING ROUND”

CARD 1

Constraint:

QA / QC on concrete – Missing or non-existent slump 
test record on concrete work.

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the Constraint:The workface planner is confirming the completion of pre-requisite concrete work and was informed that QA / QC on concrete had a missing or non-existent slump test record.  In this case, QA/QC may have mis-recorded or lost the information or the contractor may not have contacted the QC team in time to record the test.  Either way, it will now require an engineering decision before work can proceed.So the constraint is now the processing of a site query.  The constraint owner may now be a field engineer and approval to release.[Click mouse]
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IWP Constraints Classification 
“LIGHTNING ROUND”

CARD 3

Constraint:

Embed for piers on each side of control valve 64-PV-
63104-B is set too high. 

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the Constraint:The workface planner is confirming the completion of pre-requisite concrete work for his IWP installing control valves and was informed that the embeds for piers on each side of control valve 64-PV-63104-B is set too high and will need to be corrected before their IWP can proceed.In this case the installing contractor in the constraint owner since he must correct the work or propose a fix that the Engineer and the piping contractor must agree to.  The Workface Planner will provide the necessary completion requirements to help determine a plan of action that will enable the piping IWP to be installed as planned or if an alternate plan must be produced.[Click mouse]Site queries & RFIs
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IWP Constraints Classification 
“LIGHTNING ROUND”

CARD 4

Constraint:

Survey work was required because of misalignment 
of pipe shoe and the pier.
It has been discovered that the pier location under 
pipe IWP 5122NT007-LA-005 is 5 cm off. 

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the Constraint:The workface planner is confirming the completion of pre-requisite concrete work for his IWP installing pipe spools and was informed by the surveyor as part of the QA / QC on concrete that work was required because of misalignment of pipe shoe and the pier.  It has been discovered that the pier location under pipe IWP 5122NT007-LA-005 is 5 cm off. In this case the installing civil contractor is responsible for the issue but it was agreed that re-engineering the pipe shoe is the least impactful solution if the Engineer would sign off.  Here a site query was generated, and the engineer agreed he would issue a drawing.  The Engineer in responding to the site query was the constraint, since a new drawing must be issued, that drawing is now the constraint.[Click mouse]
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IWP Constraints Classification 
“LIGHTNING ROUND”

CARD 5

Constraint:

Engineering pipe isometric drawing 
040-6300-LLL-ISO-000-000-00001-01 is not yet 
issued for construction.

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the Constraint:The workface planner confirms that Engineering pipe isometric drawing 040-6300-LLL-ISO-000-000-00001-01 has been on hold and is not yet issued for construction.In this case the Workface Planner is tracking this drawing to ensure it will be removed timely of if the IWP will need to be replanned.[Click mouse]Engineering Drawings & Holds
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IWP Constraints Classification 
“LIGHTNING ROUND”

CARD 6

Constraint:

Spool detailing for piping isometric ISO 040-6300-
LLL-ISO-000-000-00001-06 has not been started.

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the Constraint:The workface planner confirms that Spool detailing for piping isometric ISO 040-6300-LLL-ISO-000-000-00001-06 has not been started.In this case the EPC is responsible for the detailing and the EPC or Owner furnished materials cannot be fabricated until this information is received.  Workface Planner is tracking this information as if not resolved timely could impact releasing the IWP.  The constraint is EPC / Owner supplied material and the constraint owner may be engineering or the fabricator depending on who is responsible for detailing.[Click mouse]EPC / Owner supplied materials
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IWP Constraints Classification 
“LIGHTNING ROUND”

CARD 7

Constraint:

Spool detailing for piping isometric
040-6300-LLL-ISO-000-000-00001-03 is currently 
being revised.

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the Constraint:The workface planner during the development of an IWP has been informed that Spool detailing for piping isometric  040-6300-LLL-ISO-000-000-00001-03 is currently being revised because of a requested engineering change. The workface planner will be responsible for clearing the IWP and will make inquiries regarding the implications of the change and may need to escalate the issue to confirm a drawing is on hold and if the release date for the IWP is threatened..In this case the EPC is responsible for the detailing and any revised EPC / Owner furnished materials cannot be fabricated if the drawing is on hold and detailing being revised until this information is received. The constraint is EPC / Owner supplied material and the constraint owner may be both engineering (release drawing on hold) and the fabricator depending on who is responsible for detailing.[Click mouse]Engineering Drawings & HoldsEPC / Owner supplied materials
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IWP Constraints Classification 
“LIGHTNING ROUND”

CARD 9

Constraint:

The ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival) date on control 
valve 64-PV-63104-A is not yet known at this point.

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the Constraint:The workface planner during the development of an IWP The ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival) date on control valve 64-PV-63104-A is not yet known at this point.  The workface planner will be responsible for clearing the IWP and will make inquiries on the delivery status with the group responsible for site material management.  The workface planner may need to escalate the issue to if the delivery date remains unknown or will be late and the IWP is threatened..The constraint is EPC / Owner supplied material and the constraint owner would be a material manager.[Click mouse]EPC / Owner supplied materials
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IWP Constraints Classification 
“LIGHTNING ROUND”

CARD 10

Constraint:

Control valve 64-PV-63104-B is on site, but actuator 
has been damaged.

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the Constraint:The workface planner checking on the material status for an IWP learns the Control valve 64-PV-63104-B is on site, but actuator has been damaged.  The workface planner will be responsible for clearing the IWP and has coordinated with the group responsible for site material management and the installation crew..The constraint is EPC / Owner supplied material and the constraint owner would be a material manager.  However, the team has decided the control valve can be installed and the damaged actuator replaced in a separate IWP.[Click mouse]EPC / Owner supplied materials
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IWP Constraints Classification 
“LIGHTNING ROUND”

CARD 16

Constraint:

Bolts purchased for the control valves are not the 
right spec.

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the Constraint:The workface planner checking on the material status for an IWP learns the Bolts purchased for the control valves are not the right spec.  The workface planner will be responsible for clearing the IWP and has coordinated with the group responsible for site material management, engineering, and the installation crew..The constraint is EPC / Owner supplied material and the constraint owner would be a material manager.  However, the team wants to proceed with the bolts as purchased and replace with the new bolts in a separate IWP.  The workface planner will be responsible for creating a new IWP or embedding the work into an existing but related IWP.[Click mouse]EPC / Owner supplied materials
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IWP Constraints Classification 
“LIGHTNING ROUND”

CARD 17

Constraint:

Request scaffolding for IWP 5122NT007-LA-005.

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the Constraint:The workface planner noted that scaffolding will be required for IWP 5122NT007-LA-005 and will need make a request.  The workface planner will be responsible for clearing this IWP constraint..The constraint is shared services and the constraint owner would be a scaffold manager.  [Click mouse]Shared services
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IWP Constraints Classification 
“LIGHTNING ROUND”

CARD 18

Constraint:

Permits to work for tie-ins associated with
IWP 5122NT007-LA-001 & 5.

IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the Constraint:The workface planner noted that permitting will be required for tie-in work associated with IWP 5122NT007-LA-001 & 5.  The workface planner will be responsible for clearing this IWP constraint..The constraint is permitting, and the constraint owner would be a permit manager.  [Click mouse]Permitting
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IWP Constraints Classification - Lightning Round

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What have you learned?In this lesson, the Workface Planner must quickly identify not only the constraints but who those constraint owners are.  Constraint removal is not a passive activity, it is a proactive one.  The underlying principle is about releasing constraint free work to the field in line with the IWPs as planned.  That’s what leads to higher productivity and efficient workflow across the project.  Through collaboration with constraint owners, we can find alternative solutions to discovered constraints, take actions to get constraints cleared, or escalate them to those that can make decisions how to best shift priorities or expedite activities as necessary to clear constraints.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
alright so now you ready for your first quiz there's just a couple questions to answer and then you can move on to lesson 2 



Lesson #10
IWP Close-Out
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No Progress
Received 
Staged
Erected
Final Complete 
Punch Complete

IWP Close-Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key to efficient and productive work is to first plan the work to the IWP level, leverage WFP planning processes to make that work ready for the foreman to execute, without unplanned interruption, and of course, complete the work as planned.  To support this, information must be communicated between parties and leading indicators produced that confirm we are either on track at the earliest opportunities or if remedies are needed to address performance or delivery issues.
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IWP Close-Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This skyline diagram is providing us with month-to-month information on the development and execution of IWPsHere the gray bar indicates IWPs that are in the target plan (6 months prior to the “today” date)The yellow bars indicate IWPs that have been produced but not released (between 2 and 6 months prior to the “today” date)The green bars indicate IWPs that have been issued (released to the field for execution within the current time to 4 months prior to the “today” date)The red bar indicates IWP with constraints that must be removedThe dark blue bars indicate IWPs that were completedThe light blue bars indicated IWPs that started but were not completedThe orange bar indicates the IWPs that could not be completedThis represents an approach that some Workface Planning efforts take around building their IWPs as early as possible and create a large backlog.  We hear teams say how proud they are in being able to make hundreds of IWP in short time frames.  Why might this be a poor strategy?
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NOT SO GOOD GOOD

2. Very little constraints identified 
(doubtful the project is this 
‘smooth’)

3. Printing out packages too soon

1. Challenges with close-out of packages

IWP Close-Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s compare the previous diagram with the one on the right.  The gray bars indicates more IWPs remain in the target plan (4 months prior to the “today” date)The yellow bars indicate fewer IWPs that have been produced but not released (between 1 and 4 months prior to the “today” date)The green bars indicate much fewer IWPs have been issued (released to the field for execution within the current time just a month prior to the “today” date)The red bar indicates IWP with constraints that must be removed, note that there a more red bars indicating more constraints have been identified earlier.The dark blue bars indicate IWPs that were completedThe light blue bars indicated IWPs that started but were not completed.  Note that there are very few IWPs not completed within two months after start.The orange bar indicates the IWPs that could not be completed.  There are actually more incomplete IWPs as they are closed out and new IWPs issued to manage the incomplete work, versus, leaving the IWPs open and attempting to manage by punchlists.[Click mouse]The excess amount of light blue indicates challenges with close out packages[Click mouse]Very little constraints are being identified and proactively managed.  So it is doubtful the project is running smoothly.[Click mouse]All this green is indicating the packages are being printed out too soon and sitting on shelves which may result in picking a choosing IWPs that may not be the priority, not picking up changes that may have occurred, information is not fresh and the team may have to re-educate themselves, or materials have been issued and now missing or damaged.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
alright so now you ready for your first quiz there's just a couple questions to answer and then you can move on to lesson 2 



Lesson #11
Drive AWP Implementation Success
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AWP Success Milestones
• AWP Leadership Team is Established
• AWP Implementation Plan is Published
• AWP Automation Software is Operational
• AWP Procedures for Project are Documented
• AWP Resource Plan Is Finalized and Adjusted 
• Project Stake-holders Buy-In to the AWP Process
• Project Team is Trained for AWP / WFP Execution
• Path of Construction is Defined, Refined and Finalized
• CWP Release Plan Published
• CWPs Development Underway
• Routine CWP Release Reviews Established
• CWP Releases with Minimal to No Constraints  
• Virtual IWPs are Scoped and Constraints Expedited
• IWPs are Issued to the Field That Can be Executed
• Issued IWPs Reflect the Actual Work in the Field
• IWPs are Executed and Properly Closed-Out 
• Site Materials Management is Streamlined By IWPs
• WFP Enhances Project Modularization Strategy 
• PMT has Improved Visibility into Project Status 
• Systems Turnover is Streamlined from WFP
• Target Benefits of WFP are Achieved

Drive AWP Implementation Success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at what drives success.  There are several indicators such as:Having an AWP Leadership Team EstablishedAn AWP Implementation Plan is PublishedAWP Procedures for the Project are DocumentedAn AWP Resource Plan Is Finalized and Adjusted The Project Team is Trained for AWP / WFP ExecutionThe Path of Construction is Defined, Refined and FinalizedRoutine CWP Release Reviews EstablishedIWPs are Issued to the Field That Can be ExecutedIWPs are Executed and Properly Closed-Out Site Materials Management is Streamlined By IWPsThe Project Management Team (PMT) has Improved Visibility into Project Status Systems Turnover is Streamlined from WFP
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AWP Success Milestones
• AWP Leadership Team is Established
• AWP Implementation Plan is Published
• AWP Automation Software is Operational
• AWP Procedures for Project are Documented
• AWP Resource Plan Is Finalized and Adjusted 
• Project Stake-holders Buy-In to the AWP Process
• Project Team is Trained for AWP / WFP Execution
• Path of Construction is Defined, Refined and Finalized
• CWP Release Plan Published
• CWPs Development Underway
• Routine CWP Release Reviews Established
• CWP Releases with Minimal to No Constraints  
• Virtual IWPs are Scoped and Constraints Expedited
• IWPs are Issued to the Field That Can be Executed
• Issued IWPs Reflect the Actual Work in the Field
• IWPs are Executed and Properly Closed-Out 
• Site Materials Management is Streamlined By IWPs
• WFP Enhances Project Modularization Strategy 
• PMT has Improved Visibility into Project Status 
• Systems Turnover is Streamlined from WFP
• Target Benefits of WFP are Achieved

CWP Releases 
with Minimal to 
No Constraints  

Drive AWP Implementation Success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we look at the first gateway to success is when we are able to produce and release CWPs to construction with minimal or no constraints.  By doing that alone, our teams in the field have a better chance of producing constraint free IWPs that they can release to the field crews for execution.
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Drive AWP Implementation Success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another driver of success is how we leverage technology and put in place construction automation capability to produce IWPs.  
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IWP’s

Drive AWP Implementation Success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another key driver of success is having in place AWP / WFP ‘dedicated’ resources to oversee and manage the process.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
alright so now you ready for your first quiz there's just a couple questions to answer and then you can move on to lesson 2 
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